Using 0^+ , we construct a regular topological space in which all closed sets are of cardinality either < X or > 2 .In particular (answering a question of Juhász) there is always a regular space in which no closed set has cardinality H2 .
Introduction
A topological space X is said to omit a cardinal K, if \X\ > K but no closed subset of X has cardinality k .
For example, the space ßco (the Stone-Cech compactification of the countable discrete set co ) omits all cardinals k with N0 < k < I2 . (This is in some sense "best possible," since for no k can there be a Hausdorff space omitting 2" all cardinals in [k, 1 ] .) [Hu] showed that there is always a Hausdorff space omitting N2. [J, §6] uses [HJ] to show that if 1K = k+ , then there is a zerodimensional (hence regular) Hausdorff space omitting k , and he asks whether one could prove the existence of a regular space omitting K2 in ZFC alone, i.e. without assumptions on cardinal arithmetic. (See [J] for related results and references.)
We will show that . i+ ZFC + <}S(X ) h "there is a regular space omitting all k e[X, 2 ) " and derive as a corollary ZFC V-"there is a regular space omitting K2."
Here is a sketch of the construction: Our space X will be (essentially) the set X . For every subset of X of size X we will mark 2 many points as limit points of this set. We then construct a sequence of X+ many sets that will serve as a subbasis for a topology. Using <} we can "guess" subsets of size X and make sure that no such set will be separated from its predetermined limit points.
The proof is due to the third author.
The main theorem and its corollaries
Theorem (Shelah) . Assume <$S(X+), where S is stationary in X+. Then there ¡* is a regular topological space X of size 2 in which every set of cardinality less ,+ than X is closed, but \cl(A)\ = 2 , for all A of size X. (cl(A) = the closure of the set A.)
Corollary. The following is true in ZFC:
There exists a regular space of power > K2, in which there are no closed sets of power N¡ or N2.
Proof of the corollary. If 1 > N2 , then ßco will work, since all infinite closed sets have size 2 . Otherwise we have 2 ° = K,, 2 ' = N2, so by [G] , Qs holds with S = {ö < N2 : cf(S) = N0} , so we can apply the theorem for X = N1 .
Second corollary. If cf(tc) = Nn, k a strong limit > N0, then there is a regular space of size > k+ with no closed subsets of size k+ .
Proof of the second corollary. If 1K = A , then by [S] <>s(k+) holds for 5 = {S < k+ : cf(ô) = N,} , so we can apply the theorem with X = k to get a space where all closed sets are of size < k or > 2K > A . If 1K > k+ , then it is well known that there is a compact space omitting all cardinals in [k ,1 ) : The space ßK-K is a compact Aspace (of size 2 ), so every closed subspace Y is also a compact F-space and hence satisfies |F| < K or |y| = |y| ° > k ° = 1K (see [vD, §6-7] ). (Alternatively, we can consider X = wk , the product of countably many discrete spaces of size k , and prove directly that it has no closed sets of size A .)
Proof of the theorem. Let Ta = the set of increasing o-sequences in X+ . Our space X will be Tx+.
Notation. For u e Tg , a < 5 , let v \a e Ta be the restriction of v to a.
Idea of the proof. A subbase of the topology will be given by a sequence {yp : ß € S} U {Tß : ß € S} where í¿" = X -T~ß , and both V. and 5^ have the form UI'/,-] > where r\i e Ta , ai < X+, and [n] = {f e Tx+ : f 2 n} ■ The construction will be done in stages, where at each stage ô we "promise" [n] ç g^ or [n] C T~" for certain n 's and ß 's. Formally, this promise is represented by the sets ÍQ and A . We must be careful not to make contradictory promises.
At each stage we take care of some approximations {f \ô : i < X} to sets {f : i < X} of size X and make sure that in the end their limit points include 1+ a certain predetermined set of size 2 . Every initial segment g \6 of such a limit point can be computed from (f \S : i < X). Hence, using <C>, we can ensure that all sets of size X have been considered. We also take care of certain approximations to sets of size < X, and make sure that they will turn out to be closed. Again, by <> we ensure that all possible sets have been considered.
Construction of a subbasis for X
We will construct a sequence {$&., A : ß e S) such that the following will hold:
(A) &ßwyß = x.
(B) 2^0^ = 0.
(C) For every set {f : i < y} (y < X) of different functions (f e Tx+) there is a ß such that {f : i < y} and fy are separated by {W* , T"ß). Clearly, (A)-(C) imply that Tx+, with the topology generated by the subbase {%ß, A : ß e S} is regular: By (A) and (B) the subbasis sets and hence the basis sets are clopen. By (C), small sets are closed. In particular, X is a Tx space with a clopen base, so it is (completely) regular. We will also ensure: It is possible to find such functions, since $S(X+) implies 2 = A .
We will assume Vr5 e S : ô > X. Definition. Let (by <$s ) (Xg : S € S) be a sequence such that Vr5 e S Xs ç S , and for every X C X+ the set {SeS:Xs = XnS} is stationary.
Claim. There is a sequence (só:oeS), só = (if :i<as), s*eTs, as < X such that for all y < X, for all f=(fi:i<y)e y+lT^ :
[6 e S : (f \S : i <y) =sS} is stationary.
Proof of the claim. Every such sequence / can be "coded" by a set A ? ç X x X+ , e.g. by Af= [){*} x ranged). i<y Fact, if e + Tg is a S-candidate for convergence, iff if e Ms and for some convergence candidate f e MTX+, if = f §S .
Proof. " -► " is clear. To prove the other direction, note that nx(0) = G(y0) e Ms implies y0 < ô , so all (f \ô) 's are distinct.)
Remark. Conversely, / is a candidate for convergence, iff for all â such that fx\S e M g we have that f\& is a ¿-candidate for convergence. (Note that by construction of the Ms 's, {ô : fx\ô e Ms} is stationary.) Hence if if is a ¿-candidate for convergence, then for all a e S such that nx\a e Ma , if la is an a-candidate for convergence (because then if = /ft¿ for some convergence candidate /, and if la = /ffa ).
For any v e Ts there is at most one ¿-candidate for convergence (call it if ) such that nx = v , since all the nt 's can be computed from v .
Whenever ifv is defined, let 
Fact, (a) -(A), (b) -(B), (c) -(C), and (d) -(D').
Proof, "(b) -» (B)" is clear.
To show "(a) -> (A)," consider any f e Tx+. By construction of the Ms 's there is a ¿ such that v = f\5 e Mg . Hence v e %l or v e Aá , so / e í¿" or feTß.
A similar argument proves "(c) -> (C)." To prove "(d) -> (D')," assume that ^ ^ c/({/j : AA}) for some candidate for convergence / = (f¡ : i < X). Then we can find finitely many subbasis sets %Aß , ... , %Aß such that Vz <Xlj <n : nxe%Aß ^nt i %Aß.
Find a, ô e S, a < ô such that fx\a e Ma, and v = fx\ô e Ms, and ßx, ... , ßn < a. Note that also f \a e Ma for all i < X and that for all ß < a f \a e %Aß <-> f e %Aß . Let F C Bv be defined by F = {a} x {/?,,... ,/?"}.
For this F the set considered in (d) is empty, a contradiction.
Inductive construction of the sequence (%ß , A )
Assume that we have already constructed ¿A, AQ for all ß < a, a < ô.
Now we have, for each ß < S and each v e Ms n Tg , to decide whether v e1Aß
or v e A . We will first deal with the cases ß < ô . Let -< be the transitive closure of the following relation -<Q : n -<0 v iff for some ¿-candidate for convergence if and for some i < X we have n = //, and v = nx. The relation -< is well founded (by (4)). By x-induction on 5 S {v : v e Ts n Mg) we will decide whether v e i/ß or v e A (so (a) will be satisfied): Enumerate these conditions as (C¡ : i < X), such that each C(F, if) occurs X many times, but only after C(nx).
We will construct the sets %A = %AS and A = 2^ in X stages, such that in each stage i we have committed less than X many elements of Tsr\M¿ . These commitments will be given by sets %A(i), A(z'), for i < X. Let V(0) = {s3}, A(0) = {jf : zA Og). Since the sets A(/c) and A(</c) differ by at most one element for k > 0, we get by induction |A(<£)| < |fc| + |<Tj| < A. Similarly, |^(</c)| <|fc]<A. So (*1) and (*2) can always be satisfied by some i, since the set of i 's satisfying (*2) has cardinality X. Clearly, all C(v) 's and C(if, F) 's will be satisfied after X many steps.
s s
This completes the construction of ( íA , A :ß<S,ßeS,oeS), and hence of the subbasis of X.
